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Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Even when the lights go down, there’s still plenty
of play left in kids. Offering them opportunities to
continue learning, exercising and thinking through
light-up toys is a great way to avoid the sundown
blues. Since fire first captivated the attention of early
man, our eyes and minds still want to track on that
light in the dark. As such, the following illuminated
toys will delight children as they light up the night,
creating a new chapter of brilliant experiences to be
discovered in the dark!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Laser Pegs

Light Up Football

This set of 81 clear connecting components can be
snapped together to assemble
many different models which
can then…light up! Your child’s
model (or individual creation) can be a static build or it can
connect with the power base to illuminate it in soft, glowing
colors. Included with the set are 57 illustrated plans for models,
but the versatility of the ‘pegs’ offer great room for creative and
original constructs as well. The brightly colored LEDs have a
vast life of over 100,000 hours which can illuminate countless
evenings of entertaining building. There’s no limit to the brilliant
creations that can emerge from the Laser Pegs Building Construction Set to light up the night!

It’s hard to “go long” in a
front yard football game when
the porch light only shines so
far. Enter the Tealco Light Up
Football. This full-size football
weighs, plays, punts, kicks and
throws just like a regulation ball.
But when night falls or lighting is limited, the TealCo ball lights-up
with bright internal LEDs that carry the game play way past dusk.
More rugged and durable than some other similar products, this
football is game for the same rough handling that a standard football endures. The difference is that the football game doesn’t have
to end at sunset – and this bright ball won’t get lost in the bushes
after dark!

(Laser Pegs/Hearthstone)
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Twilight Ladybug

Bike Brightz

(Cloud B)

(Bike Brightz)

Going far beyond the normal
night light for kids, the Twilight Lady
Bug is equally loveable and illuminating. The soft plush body is huggable
all day long, but when the lights go
down, the smooth plastic shell reveals
its secrets in the dark. Pressing on
the ladybug’s wings turns on a light that shines through strategic
perforations in the shell, projecting a glowing star field on the ceiling. The star field includes seven major constellations that can be
identified using the included Star Guide. The ladybug, available in
red, green and blue, also comes with a sweet story about being
lost and finding your way home using the stars as a guide. Whether
you’re navigating the wonders of the night sky or just relaxing under
a heavenly stellar landscape, the gentle glow of the Twilight Ladybug is a shining addition to any child’s lights-out company.

As more children discover the
road on two wheels, the drive to
bike doesn’t always have to end
with the sunset. Making sure that
they can see (and be seen) is a
priority for parents of kids who roll
on past dusk. Bike Brightz are a
revolutionary new light accessory that utilizes six powerful
wide beam LEDS to project a light field about a bicycle. This
vivid halo of illumination not only adds really cool style to the
ride, but enhances the bike’s visibility to others sharing the
roadway. Bike Brightz are easy to install and feature settings that allow for constant light projection as well as slow,
medium and fast flash. Bicycle enthusiasts – young and old
- can take back the night with this wildly illuminating addition
that adds visibility for a safer drive.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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